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BlueStack, a growing company from California has bought a great application for the android lovers
all over the world. Android is the most used smart phone software and is getting tough competition
from Appleâ€™s iPhone and Blackberry. All those who swear by the name of Android have great news
to rejoice. The startup venture from California has developed software with the name of BlueStack
which is capable to make run android apps on pc.

BlueStack has made million happy by allowing to run their favorite android application run on
windows. Within just few months of release of the beta version, over 560 thousand people have
downloaded and tried the application on their windows pc. The company is yet to release the final
pro version and is planning to come with their BlueStack version for Mac. However, the window
version is already popular and the company received a huge financial support from two big names.
The two major companies are Citrix and AMD and have already poured in more than few billions in
the promising project of running Android apps on pc.

On the contrary, Google too is coming with a new technology that is the most talking points in the
information technology world. They are credited to a new technical advancement. With the
development of Cloud connect, they are to reach new heights. With the help of it, one can share,
edit and share the same piece of file among a group. One need not have to restrict to the building
premises to attend the office. With virtual sharing, the work process has found to be paced and
employees giving better output. Most of the applications of Microsoft Office Suite are used as the
backbones of Cloud connect.

With Cloud connect on your pc; one can also transfer all the information and application installed on
the actual android device to their window pc. All the global users of android are eagerly waiting for
this fascinating technology. One can now easily share and use the benefit of cloud computing. The
business house too have promised of better results and growing output.
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James Gini - About Author:
BlueStacks offers latest apps for your PC or desktop by which you can run android on pc  which is
compatible not only with windows but also for Mac OS. Now a run android on pc and enjoy the a
apps for windows.
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